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Why recommend us?

• The UK’s biggest off airport parking operator
• Parking at over 25 major UK Airports
• Save  up to 60 % for your clients
• Over 7 million cars parked
• Meet and Greet Parking, at a number of the UK’s busiest                 
   airports, including Gatwick, Heathrow and Manchester  

Did you know we also have?

• Partnerships with Virgin Atlantic  
   Flying Club, Emirates, British Airways  
• Luton airport preferred supplier
   status
• Airport Hotels
• Travel Insurance
• Lounge access
• Car Hire 

Call 0208 813 8130 or visit purpleparking.com

Celebrating 25 years of success...
 that’s some Purple patch!

‘If you’re not already using us, 
please get in touch today’ 

Mark Hinge, Purple Parking

Rethink your sales pitch and 

earn more by offering the 

UK’s most agent-friendly 

parking operator
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New survey reveals British Millennials continue to disrupt traditional travel models
NEW GLOBAL research from travel data platform ADARA reveals that Millennials in Great Britain are disrupting traditional
models for travel. They are dedicated travellers with three in four (76%) prioritising travel above any other expense, but are
savvy bargain hunters with a penchant for luxuries. They are more likely to book through intermediaries and are less likely
to be in loyalty programmes as they currently exist.
The study looked to expose the travel habits of Millennials using focus groups and research to compare attitudes and

behaviours among 18- to 34-year olds and 35+ year olds. It also leveraged first-party insight into millions of every day
travel transactions across Europe, Asia Pacific and America. The research shows that 92% love to travel to new places and
the majority agree that travel involves new experiences and going off-the-beaten-track (90% and 77%, respectively). 
The research also shows that when compared to their older counterparts, Millennials in the UK are more likely to use

digital resources, such as review sites (29% vs. 21% among those 35+) to plan and book their travel – proving that
marketers need to adapt their campaigns to reach this audience. 
Other results from the study show that 86% of British Millennials prioritise price over airlines when choosing a flight

(versus 71% of those over 35+); plan ahead compared to older travellers; and have disposable funds to spend on favoured
luxuries such as travel upgrades and in-flight amenities.

Earlier this week The Association of National Tourist Offices and Representatives (ANTOR) hosted a networking event at Ripley's Believe It
or Not! London for agents to meet directly with 16 worldwide destinations and discover their latest news. Pictured enjoying the informal
workshop are, from the left: Marion Larregain, Heather Keene (back), Camilla Gomes, Charlotte Wollaston, and Joanna Saunders from
Voyages Jules Verne. 
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NORWEGIAN HAS announced a new route
from Edinburgh to Barcelona with fares
from £34.90.
The twice-weekly flights depart on

Wednesdays and Saturdays, and more than
15,000 seats are available to book. 
The carrier offers free inflight Wi-Fi to

its passengers on its new 186-seat aircraft.
The airline is also considering new

transatlantic flights from the Scottish
capital using state-of the-art aircraft such
as the new Boeing 737 MAX.
Thomas Ramdahl, the airline's chief

commercial officer, said: “We have major
expansions plans at Edinburgh as our
affordable flights are continuing to be a
huge draw for Scottish passengers. Last
year was our busiest ever at the airport

with more than 200,000 passengers flying
with us, and now holidaymakers can
combine city, sun and sand with our new
affordable flights to Barcelona.”
The carrier also serves five business

and leisure destinations from 
Edinburgh - Malaga, Tenerife,
Stockholm, Copenhagen and Oslo.

Special summer departures with Omega Holidays
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FULL OF PRIDE...Organisers of Newcastle Pride are getting ‘in the zone’ for its impending return
on July 16 and 17. This year, along with live performances by acts including 5ive and Heather
Small, the festival’s Main Stage weekend will offer a variety of themed zones across Newcastle’s
Town Moor. There will also be a designated Family Zone, sponsored by Barclays, offering an
alcohol and smoke-free area where visitors of all ages can relax and enjoy the
afternoon.Pictured getting ready for the festivities are, from the left: John Lawson, Barclays;
Mark Nichols, Northern Pride; and Ste Dunn, Barclays.

Norwegian launches route from Edinburgh to Barcelona 

Airlines could be sitting
on more than

£112million this
summer  

NEW RESEARCH from
money.co.uk reveals that 70% of
delayed passengers don't claim
for flight delays - something they
are entitled to do if their flight is
delayed by three hours or more -
over the last six years.

Of those that claimed, 73%
went directly to the airline but
27% claimed via a claims
management or legal company,
losing up to a third of any
compensation paid out which,
for a family of four, could cost
up to £552.

The survey also found that
71% of those that went directly
to the airline were successful;
almost two thirds (64%) of
these received payment from
the airline but 7% had to
escalate their claim to the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) to
secure compensation.
Conversely, 29% had their claim
declined by the airline, one in
ten of these didn’t know how to
escalate their case and 6%
simply ‘couldn’t be bothered’.  

Results also revealed that half
of those surveyed are completely
unaware that under EC
regulation 261/2004 you can
make a claim for at fault flight
delays of three hours or more up
to six years after they take place;
just 30% of those surveyed have
made a claim leaving 70%
potentially eligible.  

Hannah Maundrell, the
company's editor in chief, said:
“Airlines make it really easy to
lodge a claim and you don’t even
have to call them – most allow
you to do it online. As the process
is generally so simple, there’s no
point paying a middle man; lodge
the claim yourself and you
should get to keep every penny. 

“This isn’t about chasing
compensation for minor
inconveniences. If your travel
plans have seriously been
affected and the airline was at
fault, you can and should ask for
the compensation you’re entitled
to. If the airline wasn’t to blame
then look to your travel
insurance instead.”

SPECIAL SUMMER departures to Italy, Austria and Switzerland from Leeds Bradford
Airport (LBA) will take off next month with Omega Holidays.  
The company first started operating a charter programme to Austria and Switzerland

last year, with direct flights from Leeds Bradford to Friedrichshafen. Based on the success
of the routes, the operator has introduced Sorrento and Amalfi Coast breaks this year,
flying from Leeds to Naples. 
The charter flight to Friedrichshafen has been extended this year and allows passengers

to visit Lech, St Anton and Seefeld in Austria, with or without touring options, while 
a seven-night Switzerland holiday is also available.  
Meanwhile, holidaymakers choosing the company's Naples route can take in

touring options including trips to Positano, Amalfi and Ravello; Pompeii and Vesuvius,
as well as Capri. 
The operator's marketing manager, Maryanne Wilmer, said: “Having introduced a

service to Austria and Switzerland last year from Leeds Bradford, we decided to expand
our holiday programme from the airport for 2016 to include breaks to Sorrento. 
“Our overseas holidays are based on offering people the opportunity to fly direct from

their local, regional airport, so it is great to see the positive response we have received for
the new flights as well as the continued demand for our summer breaks in the Austrian
and Swiss mountains.”
In February 2017, the company will also offer a Northern Lights evening excursion from

Leeds, giving visitors the chance to witness the Northern Lights from their nearest airport. 
For details visit omega-holidays.com   
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NEWS BITES
�  Luxury boutique cruise company, Aqua Expeditions, will start construction of a third vessel to

sail on Peru's Amazon River in December. The third all-suite vessel will feature 20 suites, a spa,
gym and pool. See aquaexpeditions.com

�  Cheapflights has launched Cheapflights Chat, an interactive bot utilising Facebook’s new Chat SDK. The
proprietary technology will enable the social network’s global community to use its popular Messenger
platform to search for flights and other travel-related information, before linking them to the company's
website where they can continue to search or move off on to the next stage of the booking process.  The
new system can be accessed via Facebook Messenger or via http://m.me/cheapflights 

�  Thomas Cook Sport has become the NFL’s Official Match Break Supplier in the UK. Match Breaks to the
NFL’s fixtures in October are being sold exclusively through the operator, giving fans the chance to
experience the atmosphere and excitement at Wembley and Twickenham.
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BEACH BABES...Destination NSW took a selection of agents on a
fam trip to NSW, to show them the bright lights and colours of Vivid
Sydney, the world's largest festival of light, music and ideas.
Agents also visited the Pacific Coast including Bryon Bay and
Coogee. Pictured at Emerald Beach in Byron Bay are, from the left:
Lauren Joyner, Netflights.com; Isabel Jones, Florence Simpson,
Hannah Skipper and Julia Broome, Travelbag; Siobhan Burke,
Destination NSW; Sarah Wright and Abigail Richardson, Travelbag;
and Shanice Griffiths and Lauren Cudworth, Netflights.com.

New California option
from Trek America

TREK AMERICA has added
an eight-day road trip to its
portfolio which takes in the
highlights of the ‘Golden
State’, including visits to Los
Angeles, Yosemite National
Park and San Francisco.
The new eight-day

adventure begins with the
Walk of Fame and a trip to
Beverly Hills, before soaking
up the sun, trying the street
food at Venice Beach and
strolling along the
boardwalk in Santa Monica,
LA. Travelling along the
famed California coastal
roads, a range of activities
are on offer including paddle
boarding in Santa Barbara
and a stop off at the Big Sur. 
Prices lead in at £939 per

person with departures from
spring 2017.
For details see
trekamerica.com/itrekhere

Short break packages for Muhammed Ali exhibition at the O2
CLIENTS CAN now celebrate the life and work of Muhammed Ali on a short break to London to see the ‘I Am The
Greatest – Muhammed Ali’ at the O2 exhibition. 

SuperBreak is offering timed entry tickets to the exhibition at 11.15 and 15.15, combined with a range of overnight
accommodation options on selected dates in June, July and August.

Prices are from £56 per person including a night's stay at the three-star Ibis Styles London Excel and an
exhibition ticket in mid-August.

How much will £10 buy
around the world?

INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY
Exchange recently
conducted some research to
find out exactly how much
£10 will buy in terms of
items and day-to-day
essentials around the world
– from poolside beers to sun
cream and big macs. 
Some of the top findings

included…
Unless you’re jetting
away to Austria or
Denmark, you are better
off purchasing sun cream
abroad – with a tenner
not even covering the
cost of one bottle.
While your £10 will
stretch the furthest in
Vietnam, milk is actually
less affordable than in
the UK.
The United Arab
Emirates is one of the
more expensive
countries across the
board – except for when
it comes to cigarettes,
where only Vietnam offer
cheaper rates.

�

�

�
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TAIWAN TREAT...EVA Air, in conjunction with Taiwan Tourism
Bureau, hosted seven UK agents across seven days, on a trip to
Taiwan. The group spent two days in Taipei before transferring
to Alishan House, went on a journey to Sun Moon Lake and
visited sights including Wenwu Temple, the National Palace
Museum and CKS Memorial Hall. Pictured at Alishan House
are, from the left: Stefanie Studley, Regent Holidays; William
Yen, Westeast Travel; Tara Gandhi, Brighter PR; Robert
Emerre, Dnata Travel; Nicolas Corney, Southall Travel;
Deborah Rhoden, Trailfinders; Hannah Busby, Wexas; Kevin
Huynh, Westeast Travel; Frank Hsieh, EVA Air; and a tour guide
from the Taiwan Tourist Board. 

New 'Discovery' package from
CroisiEurope for 2017
CROISIEUROPE IS launching a new Discovery
Package for 2017 that will provide guests looking
for new experiences, adventures and sensations
with a range of unique activities including a tour of
Paris in a 2CV, a cycle along the canals in
Amsterdam and a helicopter ride over the Loire and
Medoc regions. 

Guests will still be able to purchase the more
conventional Classic Package of shore excursions,
which is being updated with additional visits to
monuments and historical sites. 

Alternatively, guests can create their own
excursion packages by combining the Classic and
Discovery packages.
For reservations or to book call 020-8328 1281 or
visit croisieurope.co.uk

CLUB MED has outlined its ambitious
five-year plan for Belgium and
Switzerland, marking the group's
expansion in its largest market.

The winter 2016 season was a record
season for the operator, both in number
of clients and profitability: compared with
winter 2015 business volume has grown
by 3.6%, reaching 821 million euros, while
the number of clients has increased by
6% globally – making it the highest it has
been for the past ten years.  

Over the next five years, the company
will invest, together with its real-estate
partners, more than 300 million euros in

France through the opening of three new
mountain resorts, open both in winter and
summer, plus the extension of two sea
and nature resorts (Opio-en-Provence in
the Alpes-Maritimes region and La
Palmyre-Atlantique in the Charente-
Maritime region). 

The first of these three new openings is
the launch of the Samoëns-Morillon
Resort in December 2017, which
represents an investment of 95 million
euros in the area. This will be closely
followed by the build of two new family
oriented resorts in the area, opening 
by 2020.

Alaska debut & selection of new itineraries in Funway’s new US brochure 
FUNWAY HAS issued its latest USA brochure which offers 180 pages of holidays, bookable for travel until
December 31. 

The new launch includes the introduction of Alaska for the first time plus 15 new itineraries across North
America; a new dedicated 'National Parks' section and more than 90 new hotels to choose from. 

Prices start from £635 per person including five nights in Alaska at the three-star Anchorage Hotel, including
flights with Delta Air Lines from Heathrow on October 1.

Exclusive Europcar
rates for customers of

holidaycottages
EUROPCAR HAS teamed up
with holidaycottages.co.uk to
bring its customers
exclusive car hire rates of up
to 20% savings. 
“Taking a trip away can

add to the mileage for the
usual family car – so we
think it makes sense to
consider car hire”, said the
company's managing
director, Ken McCall. “And
our new partnership with
holidaycottages.co.uk means
holidaymakers can upgrade
their own vehicle for
something from the
extensive Europcar fleet,
enjoying extra room for
luggage and passengers.
Car hire is also ideal for
those rural getaways,
allowing holidaymakers to
explore secret coves and
cruise along country lanes at
their own pace."
For further information see
europcar.co.uk

Club Med set to invest more than 300m euros in key markets 
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Spread the festive cheer with
Jet2.com & Jet2CityBreaks
WITH ALMOST six months to go until Christmas, Jet2.com and
Jet2CityBreaks have launched their range of dedicated
Christmas market breaks for 2016.

Seven weekend trips are now available to a range of winter
destinations including Berlin, Copenhagen and Vienna, while
the capital of Bavaria, Munich, has been added for 2016.

Each two-night break departs on a Friday morning and
returns on a Sunday evening. A trip to Berlin departs from
Newcastle on December 2; to Copenhagen from Leeds on
December 9; to Vienna from Leeds on November 25 and to
Munich from Leeds on December 2. 

Flight-only options are available from £129 return, or with
accommodation leads in at £229, secured for a £60 deposit.

In addition to the special breaks, a range of flight-only and
flight and hotel options are offered to a selection of other
Christmas market destinations, including more than 50,000
seats to locations including Budapest, Prague, Krakow and
New York.
To book or for further information call 0800-408 5587 or visit
tradesite.jet2holidays.com

'Celebration Weeks' at Necker Island
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS are now available at Sir Richard
Branson's private island in the British Virgin Islands -
Necker Island - this summer. 

Guests can book a seven-night 'Celebration Week' from
September 3, 10, 17 and 24, with three-, four- and five-night
stays also available.

Rates per couple start from US$12,840 for a three-night
stay (at today’s exchange rate £9,035) in a Great House room. 
For more information call 0800-716919 or see
virginlimitededition.com/necker-island

�   New Brochure online: Royal Caribbean
International - Worldwide Cruise Holidays
2017/ 2018 

�   £250 worth of Love2Shop vouchers to be won
with Bay Garden Resorts, St. Lucia 

�   A luxurious five-night stay, plus up to £250
worth of Love2Shop vouchers to be won with
The Crane, Barbados.  

�   Win one of three Apple Watches, with SeaWorld
Parks & Entertainment, Florida. 

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions and
travelbulletin.co.uk/brochures for details on the

above brochures and competitions

SCOTTISH SURPRISE...The Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority celebrated the first anniversary of Etihad Airways flying between Edinburgh
and Abu Dhabi with a recent roadshow at Edinburgh’s Waldorf Astoria hotel. The event offered attendees the opportunity to hear from seven key
Abu Dhabi partners in a round-table, speed-dating-style format. Partners included Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi, Shangri-La Hotels & Resorts, Ritz-
Carlton, Fairmont, Hyatt, Rotana, and Hala Abu Dhabi, the destination management division of Etihad Airways. Pictured claiming her prize of a
luxury holiday for two to the destination is Michelle Walsh (third from left) from Trailfinders with, from the left: Gurdeep Shinji, Hala Abu Dhabi;
Alexandra Docherty, Fairmont; Karen Roberts, Hyatt; Jane Dawkins, TCA Abu Dhabi; and Justin Gosling, Etihad Airways.
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Interesting to read that some of theparts of the plane have been found for Egyptair; it
would be nice to know what happened with that -

who was responsible etc. Then of course there was
panic when we heard about the bomb going off in Tel
Aviv - and thank goodness the ITT delegates were
not affected! Then there was the idiot in Orlando
who shot more than 50 people in the gay club - how
horrendous. Sometimes I think when the gunman is
shot and killed by the police it is frustrating that
there is no punishment and everyone is left in a
daze; it’s so sad for all the families affected.
Now for good news - I attended the Travel Bulletin

Mediterranean Showcase in York and it was great to
catch up with everyone as always. It was an excellent
evening and I caught up with Sandra Bruce who was
there representing Casale Panayiotis Traditional
Village in the Troodos Mountains of Cyprus. I have to
say I can't wait to visit it - it looks stunning and
unique with accommodation in traditional old stone
Cyprus village houses (with all mod cons of course).
It is traditional right down to the fabulous food and
the property went to the effort of gathering old
recipes from old Cyprus village ladies. Check it out
on casalepanayiotis.com  
She also mentioned the good news about Cobalt Air
flights from the UK to Cyprus which gives us more
choice to offer - and they start July 7.
As you read this I will have winged my way to

Zimbabwe for a wonderful trip organised by the
Zimbabwe Tourist Board visiting the Tourism Expo
Exhibition along with Victoria Falls and several safari
parks. I’m going to be taking lots of pictures and I can
imagine when I leave it will be like Paul O'Grady
when he comes out of Battersea Dogs Home and they
frisk him to make sure he isn't taking the pups home
- they will be doing that to me to make sure I haven't
any lion cubs!

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Eurostar teams up with ITV essentials to
offer British dramas to passengers 
EUROSTAR AND ITV Essentials have announced a new
partnership which extends the range of entertainment

available on board.  
Launching on

Eurostar’s fleet of
e320 trains,
travellers can unlock
a range of British
drama by using their
own device to
connect to the free
on-board Wi-Fi. The
first collection of
eight programmes
comes in addition to
the company's line
up of more than 300
hours of TV shows
and films, and has
been specially
selected to offer a
range of classic
British drama.

Shows include
Cold Feet, Home
Fires, Lewis,
Endeavour, Mrs
Biggs and Darling
Buds of May.

With increased
seat capacity on the
e320, Eurostar is
offering a lead-in
price of £29 one-way

to Paris/Brussels/Lille and fares from £37 to hundreds of
destinations across France, Holland and Belgium.

Normanton...
Notes from

NEWS BITES
� Visit Jersey has announced its new website launch at

jersey.com, which plans to highlight how the destination
appeals to all age ranges.

� Pegasus Airlines is offering competitive rates for travel to Iran’s
capital Tehran from London this summer. The carrier flies to
Tehran daily from Gatwick and Stansted via Istanbul, with one-
way fares starting from £143 including taxes and charges.

� The Travel Network Group has launched its first luxury travel
magazine for members, Select.

� Wokefield Park in Berkshire is offering free unlimited golf play
this August. The deal offers guests who stay for two nights
unlimited play, which equates to up to £45 on each round of
golf. A two-night package in August leads in at £179 including
breakfast and one dinner. For details see
deverevenues.co.uk/en/venues/wokefield-park/golf 
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AGENT TRAINING
Pure Luxury has launched a 28-page mini brochure with six easy to use

sections in response to popular travel trends. The luxury expert’s new

brochure features themes covering spa, all-inclusive, families, cuisine,

off-the-beaten-track and adventure. The key areas have been

identified in response to strong year-on-year bookings including a 21%

increase in spa specialist properties and a 10% increase in the number

of children travelling on luxury holidays. 

Brand USA has released new badges on its official travel agent

training platform, the USA Discovery Program. 

Two new badges on car hire companies, Avis and Budget, have been

launched along with a specialist destination badge on Montana. The

Avis and Budget badges focus on the ease of accessibility and the

variety of product available from both companies, as well as inspiring

driving ideas across the US. The Montana badge provides members

with state-wide content, such as accommodation options, food and

drink ideas, outdoor activities and must-see/must-do experiences. The

new badges join a range of other ‘Extra Learning’ materials available

on the site, as well as ten experiential specialist badges, including Big

City Buzz, Coastal Escapes and Luxury. 
For more information visit USADiscoveryProgram.co.uk

MANCHESTER MATES...Independent travel agents
attended a recent workshop in Manchester, hosted by
Bright members from Hurtigruten, 1st Class Holidays,
Veloso Tours, Attraction World, Cox and Kings, Sunvil,
InsideJapan, Kirker Holidays, Viking Cruises and visit
Jersey. Pictured are, from the left: Berenice Roure,
Veloso Tours; Gemma Hutchinson and Emma Clark, The
Departure Lounge Manchester; and Jonathan
Whiteley, 1st Class Travel.

AGENT OFFER
To mark its 40th milestone, the Association ofIndependent Tour Operators (AITO) is invitingall AITO tour operator, travel agent and affiliatemembers to take part in its '40 for 40’ charitytrek, a 40km walk along the south coast startingat Beachy Head, Eastbourne, on SaturdayOctober 1. 
For those who prefer to take part in lessstrenuous versions, there will also be a 20kmwalk, which joins the trek halfway, a 10km walkand an option to go by car, which will involve atreasure hunt. All members participating in theevent will be encouraged to raise money for acharity of their choice. 
The event is being run by Discover Adventure,which specialises in adventure challenge trips forcharities, while Dragoman will provide one of itsfamous trucks and evening entertainment at alocal campsite where some of the walkers areexpected to stay, although dinner and overnightcamping are optional. Prices are £60 per personto take part in the walk to cover local transportfrom the event base at Beachy Head to thestarting line, marshals at the water/check pointsalong the way and a packed lunch or £60 foreach car in the treasure hunt.For details see aito.com 

agentbulletin
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Where Am I?

This ruined city was built between the 11th and 15th centuries
and once functioned as the kingdom’s capital. Thanks to its
architectural significance and construct of its granite walls the site
has gained UNESCO status and features eight soapstone birds.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, June 30th. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 10th June is Janice Dymond, Mike Coles

Travel in Exeter.

September xx Solution: A=2    B=1    C=6    D=7

Number: 025

Across 
1. Hotel brand, sounds prickly (7)
7. Currency of Japan (3)
8. Viking offer cruises on this river (5)
9. P&O ship, exclusively for adults (6)
11. City and airport in the Algarve (4)
13. Operator specialising in holidays for the

over 50's (4)
14. First name of Scotland's First Minister (6)
16. Rocky Mountains state (5)
17. Title recently bestowed on Rod Stewart (3)
18. Highest point in Greece, Mount ___ (7)

Down 
1. American singer dating Night Manager actor
Tom (6,5)

2. Flows through the capital of The Tyrol (3)
3. Capital of Albania (6)
4. Currency used in 12 Down (4)
5. Known as America's Windy City (7)
6. Capital of Argentina (6,5)
10. Lakes & Mountains specialist (7)
12. The popular resort of Taormina is found

here (6)
15. The Azure Window is an iconic landmark of

this island (4)
17. Skopje International airport code (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 26

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

02
5

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Industry
Insight by...

Neil W Basnett, chief executive of the Elite Travel
Group, comments on the latest headlines
affecting the industry....

e l i t e
TRAVEL GROUP
e l i t e

By the time you read these words, the vote will
have taken place for the second referendum in
my lifetime for continuing membership of the

EU (EEC or Common Market as it was originally
called) or withdrawal. 
It has been a particularly unpleasant campaign,

with claims and counter-claims from both sides of
the argument and it just reinforces the view held by
many of us in that politics is a dirty game and
generally seems to attract a certain type of person. 
Anybody who is prepared to quote unproven

figures and statistics and is unable to give honest
answers to straightforward questions seems a
perfect candidate to enter the world of politics!
For those of us involved in the travel industry, we
will have made our minds up based on a whole
range of factors not just those affecting our
industry. All that I can say for certain is that this
great country of ours will survive whichever way
the vote should go and the great British public
will continue to look forward to their annual
summer holiday, with millions of them using
travel agents to fulfil their dreams.
I sometimes despair at the total disregard by

some companies for travel agents; one of our
members recently had some clients who
unfortunately were unable to join their cruise with
a leading cruise company on the day of travel and
had to cancel the holiday at a total 100%
cancellation charge. To the total bewilderment of
the member and myself, the cruise line then
clawed back 50% of the agent’s commission as
this is what is stated in its agency agreement for
‘no-shows’! How is this fair to the travel agent?
Why should they be penalised when their clients
have to cancel on the day, and especially when no
refund is payable in any case to the clients? 
To my mind, this is an immoral way of handling

business from travel agents and why should our
member ever bother to make any more bookings

with them when there is a wide choice of other
cruise companies, more trade-friendly. 
There have been two recent incidents involving

wildlife that have attracted great media attention.
There was some very upsetting footage showing
Harambe the gorilla being shot at Cincinnati Zoo
after a four-year old child had fallen into the
gorilla enclosure. 
Harambe lumbered over to investigate, so the

zoo staff shot the gorilla (instead of the
irresponsible parents). It brings us back to the
age-old argument: should such intelligent
creatures be kept in captivity anyway, leading
boring and frustrated lives even though their
chances of living longer are higher? 
And then there was the tragic case of the two-

year old child being snatched by an alligator at
Disney World in Florida. What were the parents
thinking of allowing the boy to even wade in the
water when there were warning signs up? Sadly
we live in a claim-culture society, but surely
parents do have some responsibility to protect
their children?
Apparently, a recent online survey of 2,000 people

found that nearly a quarter of people say that they
do not know bacon comes from pigs and eggs are
from chickens. Even more frighteningly, 26% were
unaware that milk comes from dairy cows, with
many believing that it comes from beef herds. 
More than half did not know that butter came

from a dairy cow and a third did not connect
steak with beef cattle. A confused 4% thought
steak was from pigs! Perhaps that is why an
ever-increasing number of my clients are
requesting vegetarian food whilst on holiday: they
are simply confused at what they are eating! The
only reason that I generally have vegetarian
meals whilst on long-haul flights is that special
diet meals are always served first: there’s
method in my madness!

bulletinbriefing
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ANALYSIS OF the latest
travel data by Collinson
Group shows UK business
travellers spent £1.05billion
on business trips to the US
in 2015 – the first time it has
risen above the billion-
pound mark - and up 35%
from 2014.
Such is the value of the US

market that the amount
spent in 2015 was more than
the combined value of the
next two markets: Germany
(£451 million, up 26%) and
France (£408 million, up 1%). 
The company says that

continuing unrest in Germany
and recent terrorist activity in
France, together with the
current flooding across both
countries, highlights the need
for employers to step up their
Duty of Care levels for staff as
they travel not just to Europe
but to other countries across
the globe that were formerly
seen as low-risk. 
Overall, total spend by UK

business travellers was up
30% to £5.82billion, with the
number of individual visits up
7% against 2014 and the total
number of nights spent on
business travel up 17%. 
In terms of growth

markets, the data showed a
huge rise in the number of
visits and money spent by UK

business travellers to Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania. Estonia
tops the overall list in terms
of growth, with visits in 2015
up 697% against 2014, with
spend up 745%. Latvia saw a
541% rise in money spent
and a 375% rise in the
number of visits.
Despite a rise in global

security risks and concerns
around terrorism, the data
shows that a number of
countries in the Middle East
and Asia saw a rise in
business traffic and spend: a
995% rise in business spend
to Pakistan, and a 197% rise
to Tunisia, although both
countries saw a drop in the
number of visits (-13% and -
26% respectively). Hong Kong
saw a 35% drop in business
travel visits in contrast to
mainland China, which saw a
9% rise. 
The figures reflect bigger

global events with some
airlines reducing the
frequency of flights to certain
destinations, which
contributes to the drop in
number of trips – but those
who still visited often spent
more on security and
additional travel services due
to increased concern about
their personal safety and
security while there.

businessbulletin

Convention Edinburgh, the business tourism arm of the city’s official
marketing agency, Marketing Edinburgh, has reported its most
successful year to date, securing new conference and event bid wins
worth £94.3million to the local economy and a 10,000 boost in
delegate numbers. Representing a £2.8m increase on last year’s
(2014/15) economic impact figures, 206 future conferences - set to
attract 74,400  delegates - were won by Convention Edinburgh and its
members during the last 12 months. Currently ranked 35 in the
world’s city rankings according to the International Congress and
Convention Association (ICCA) and 20th in Europe, Edinburgh annually
holds more international meetings than any other UK city outside of
London. Details at conventionedinburgh.com

�  A new website, meetingedinburgh.com, has launched to
offer a direct access portal for event planners who can
source essential information and make enquires to
Edinburgh’s leading venues, accommodation and service
providers. 

�  Situated on the banks of the Rhine, the Marriott Bonn
World Conference Hotel has now opened offering 17
floors, 336 rooms including 30 suites, two presidential
suites and a selection of modern facilities. The hotel also
offers 662m2 of conference and banquet space
including three private dining areas on the top floor of
the hotel, for creative exchanges, private events and
meetings.

�  To cater for the specific requirements of business
travelers, AccorHotels has enriched its international,
multi-brand subscription programme for business
guests, AccorHotels Favorite Guest Business, and
renamed it Business Plus. The annual subscription card
allows companies to optimise their employee travel
costs and also offers a wider range of discounts and
exclusive benefits in 2,700 hotels worldwide. The card
can be purchased for 170 euros at businessplus-
accorhotels.com

�  Marriott International in Europe has announced a new
range of complimentary benefits for MICE customers. A
total of ten complimentary options are available for
guests to choose from, including a cocktail party, room
upgrades or high-speed internet, and the company is
offering delegates the opportunity to choose four of the
benefits for every meeting and/or event booked at
participating properties across Europe in conjunction
with ten or more room nights booked.

�������

British business travellers spend record
£1billion on business trips to the US 

EMBERS CAMPING has launched a new corporate events
service following a successful pilot event last year. 
The campsite, which is located in the grounds of the

Bentley Estate in East Sussex, is open to bookings from
corporations looking to host a memorable event
Founder of the company, Murray McPherson, said: “Over

the past two years, we’ve had lots of interest from
businesses looking to introduce the magic of the Embers’
experience to their employees as part of a corporate event.
We provide a fun, activity-filled experience in the great
outdoors, bringing a personalised feel to a traditional
camping outing. Forget sitting around in an uninspiring
boardroom or conferencing centre - there’s nothing like
fresh air and a beautiful estate to inspire your employees."
The company can tailor the scope and scale of events

to meet each client’s needs and objectives - whether it’s
for classic camping or a luxury glamping experience,
with activities ranging from pitching bell tents, to team
treasure hunts and survival exercises. 
The Embers team can also organise a ‘mini festival’

over the course of an evening, complete with a luxury
barbecue, open fires, a fully stocked bar and music to
suit each group.  
Prices start from £199 per person for a one night stay

including all food and drinks, team building exercises
and management fees. 
For more information visit emberscamping.co.uk or 
call 0345-257 2267.

New corporate events service from
East Sussex’s Embers Camping 
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CRETE TREAT…Annabel Lee (left) from Hays
Travel Killingworth wins four nights at the all-
inclusive Aldemar Cretan Village in Anissaras,
Crete from Marlen Taffarello, Aldemar Hotels.

ROCK REWARD…Courtney Kemp from Thomas
Cook Gateshead wins a five-night stay at the
new Hard Rock Hotel in Tenerife courtesy of
Jose Miguel Hernandez Vigueras, Palladium
Hotels & Resorts.

www.travelbulletin.co.ukJune 24 201614

VISIT GREECE… From the left, Anastasios Pissas from the Greek National
Tourist Office chats with Iain Bell, Joanne Kinnaird, Angela Carruthers, Tina
Roper and Vicki Chomse, all from Travel Bureau.

BEACH BREAK…Mark Richardson from
Constantinou Bros. Hotels presents Helen
Fletcher from Kuoni John Lewis Newcastle
with a seven-night B&B break at the Athena
Beach Hotel.

eventbulletinnewcastle

HELLO HAYS…Enjoying the drinks reception at the start of the
evening are, from the left: Kevin Richardson, Carol Miller and Bev
Foster, all from Hays Travel.

CLUB CONGRATS…
Thomson’s Andrea
Elliott wins a 
seven-night stay for
two sharing club
accommodation
from Club Med’s
Dylan Pearce.

CYPRUS BOUND… Carol Miller from Hays
Travel wins a Cyprus fam trip place courtesy
of Stelios Constantinides from the Cyprus
Tourist Board.

PAPHOS PRIZE…Darren Eade from Kanika
Hotels & Resorts gives a complimentary four-
night stay for two on half-board plus
at the Alexander the Great Beach
Hotel, Paphos to Gillian Batty,
Independent Travel Experts. 
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Travel Bulletin recently hosted

its Mediterranean Islands

Showcase events at the Mercure

Newcastle County Hotel in

Newcastle and Hilton York Hotel

in York. 

Bringing a variety of tourist

boards, airlines, resorts and

exhibitors to the events, agents

got the chance to discover the

broad range of activities, health

and spa packages, plus wedding

and honeymoon options the

sunny Med has to offer. 

As always, the night was filled

with delicious food, fine wine

and some amazing prizes…

Want to get in on the action? 
Travel Bulletin will be hosting its next ‘Far East Showcase’ event in Leeds on Monday

4th July. All agents who wish to attend can secure their spot by emailing
gemma.reeve@travelbulletin.co.uk 

Keep it social! To view more images on social media (or if you upload your own),
remember to use #TBShowcases  

SAY CHEESE… Arriving at the evening drinks reception are,
from the left: Travel Counsellors’ Alison Marden and Trudie
Hedgecox; Vanessa Sears from Sears Travel Company; Julie
Morris, Jaunt Travel; and Helen Moughan and Neil Smith from
Travel Counsellors.

IN THE BAG… Winner of an
Aegean goody bag was
Samantha Hyland (left) from Co
Op Travel gifted by Vicki Bray
from Aegean Airlines.

CLUB CHAT… Discussing the latest
from Club Med are from the left,
Kay Atherton, Co Op Travel York;
with Dylan Pearce from Club Med;
Patrick and Katherine Doyle;
Bawtry Travel; and Samantha
Hykand from Co Op Travel, York. 

PRESENTING PALACE… From the left, Frank
Fallows from Brewood Travel; John Surtees,
Airedale Tours; and Gaynor Tuby, Travel PA; chat
with Max Tchanturia from Eagles Palace.

eventbulletinyork

PALLADIUM PALS… From the left: Natalie Syrett, Amanda
McConnell and Julie Pratt, all Travel Counsellors, chat with
Jose Miguel Hernandez Vigueras from Palladium Hotels and
Resorts. Natalie Syrett was also the evening’s lucky winner
of a five-night stay in the new Hard Rock Hotel in Tenerife.

THANOS TREAT… Julie Pratt (left)
from Travel Counsellors collects her
prize of a three-night stay for two
sharing a superior sea view room at
the Almyra from Thanos Hotels’
Sophia Buttigieg.

CASALE STAY…Alison Pullan
(left) from Hays Travel
Pocklington wins a two-night
stay at Casale Panayiotis with
airport transfers from resort
representative Sandra Bruce.

ALDEMAR SMILES…Marlen
Taffarello (right) from Aldemar
Resorts awards Debra Dickson
from Thomas Cook with a four-
night, all-inclusive stay at the
Aldemar Paradise Village,
Kalithea Rhodes.

TALKING ISRAEL… Learning more about Israel’s Mediterranean coastline
are, clockwise from front left: Vanessa Bartlett and Alison Pullan from
Hays Travel Pocklington; John from STA Travel; Michelle Roberts, Israel
Ministry of Tourism; Nicola Staff and James Bateman, STA Travel; and
Michelle Creaser from Hays Travel.
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slovenia

Are agents receiving the

value-for-money message

loud and clear? 

Perceptions of Slovenia have changed dramatically in
recent years; where once people knew very little about
the destination and often associated it with the former

Yugoslavia, many now see it as a country that offers an escape
from their hectic routines and an ideal destination for
reconnecting with themselves and the natural environment.
We chat with the Slovenian Tourist Board's new UK director,
Mladen Ljubisic, who is keen to capitalise on people's
perceptions of Slovenia and show agents how they too can
entice new visitors to the destination...

What do you think are UK holidaymakers' general views
about Slovenia and how do they perceive the destination? 
From my past experience as a tour operations manager and
talking to people I would summarise people's views into three
main categories.  
- Great hospitality and friendly people 
- Small but very diverse landscape and tourist offer 
- Great value for money 

What three facts would help agents better sell the destination
to their clients?   
We are witnessing a huge increase (more than 20% in 2015) of
guests from the UK and Ireland which is largely down to a
much better understanding of Slovenia’s diverse tourism
offering. Agents should be aware that Slovenia is dedicated to
sustainable tourism, which is a strong unique selling point as
more and more travellers take sustainability into consideration
when booking a holiday. Also, there is no other country in the
world that offers such a diverse landscape - The Alps, the
Mediterranean, the Pannonian plains and the Karst, all within
a 90km radius.  
Agents should also note that the Slovenian Travel Board is

investing heavily in educating travel agents about the
destination which includes incentivising agents to promote
Slovenia. 

Do you think Slovenia is aimed at a specific type of
holidaymaker or is there really something for everyone
to enjoy? 
What is very unique and which separates us from others is the
level of diversity within a relatively small destination. This
diversity results in a great many tourist products available to
holidaymakers – there really is something for everyone.

However, for the purposes of being specific, families shouldn't
miss the opportunity to head to Slovenia’s beautiful coastline
and beaches. We’re also very proud of our spa and wellness
centres – Slovenia is known for its abundance of thermal and
mineral springs that naturally heat the waters and our 14
certified natural spas are some of our most popular tourist
attractions. I would also recommend our ski resorts for an
unforgettable winter break. Slovenia offers great value-for-
money slopes that are ideal for families and beginners and
which are just a short distance from our airports. We will be
presenting ski resort packages to travel agents, tour operators
and the general public very soon. Meanwhile, for the young
and active I would suggest challenging themselves against one
of our many adventure activities that include hiking in the Alps,
mountain climbing, cycling, canyoning and rafting on the Soca
river. Then there’s our capital, the beautiful medieval town of
Ljubljana, which is home to outstanding culture and a superb
nightlife. Again, these are merely my suggestions and the true
beauty of the destination is that you can sample a great deal as
you typically won’t need to travel for longer than an hour to
experience completely different scenery and activities. 

Mladen
Ljubisic

UK director of

the Slovenian

Tourist Board 
Previous employment: 
Group sales manager 

Upcoming events/roadshows attending: 
City Breaks (Manchester), WTM (London). 

Campaign ideas/focus: 
To help the UK trade understand how to promote Slovenia
as an eco-friendly, focused on sustainability and the
great value-for-money destination 

Training: 
We have teamed up with OTT to offer agents training
modules to boost their product and destination knowledge

Contact details: 
email mladen.ljubisic@slovenia.info or see slovenia.info 

continued on page 19
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Classic Collection Holidays reports boost in sales following ABTA Convention
CLASSIC COLLECTION Holidays has reported that its sales to
Slovenia continue to go from strength to strength, which it
attributes in part to the destination hosting ABTA’s Travel
Convention in 2014. 
Gary Boyer, the company's head of product, said: “Hosting

such an event is a huge commitment for any destination, but
Slovenia hasn’t looked back since doing so. A couple of years
on and there has been a lot more interest from UK tour
operators who have enlarged programmes and increased
capacity, putting Slovenia firmly on the map. The destination
has had further boosts from increasing airlift from the UK,
and with the future of the national carrier Adria Airways
secured by German investment earlier this year, things are
looking even better. 
"With UK travellers looking for increased diversity and low-

cost, Slovenia is a great alternative to Croatia and the Italian
Lakes. It’s also well served with airports such as Trieste in Italy
and Croatia’s Zagreb on the doorstep. It would be good for
agents to encourage their clients to fly into these airports and
travel across into Slovenia, but it is understandable that
holidaymakers don’t always realise how close things are in
Central Europe.”
The operator offers eight properties in the capital Ljubljana,

on Lake Bled, in Bohinj and on the coast in Portoroz. 
A three-night city break in Ljubljana costs from £469 per

person at the Best Western Premier Hotel Slon, where the
operator recommends the corner rooms, whilst at the coastal
resort of Portoroz the operator has negotiated a reduced rate
and free night offers on selected summer dates at the
Kempinski Palace Portoroz, where seven-night prices in July
start from £1,167 per person.
For further information visit classic-collection.co.uk
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If you were to give a brief overview of the main types of
activities Brits can participate in, what would they be? 
City breaks, skiing, hiking, rafting/paddling, spa and wellness,
eco-farms, horse-riding, discovering the ‘underworld’, beach
breaks and outdoor music festivals. Some of the more popular
destinations and sights to visit include Ljubljana (the Green
Capital of Europe 2016); Lake Bled and Lake Bohinj; Soca
Valley and Triglav Natural Park; Piran (a Venetian town on the
coast); Postojna Cave; Predjama Castle; and Vogel, which is a
top destination for winter sports. 

And what about those visitors who like to venture off-the-
beaten-track - where would you suggest they visit? 
This is really hard to answer as there are still so many unique
and off-the-beaten-track activities to experience. There is a
current trend in people seeking more authentic experiences
which is part of an ideology of getting ‘back to your roots’.
Slovenia is still seen by many travellers as a hidden gem and
therefore most of the activities connected with nature are
unspoilt and authentic. Perhaps one of my favourites is the
opportunity to experience life without electricity, living in a
traditional house made of mud. This is a true ‘back to your
roots’ experience that encourages you to interact with nature
and retune your survival instincts; modern man has forgotten
how to live at one with nature, so this is a great opportunity to
revive those senses - even if just for a short period of time! 

What about the range of accommodation in Slovenia. Does it
cater to all tastes?   
Absolutely! What's interesting is that there are more types of
unique accommodation becoming available whose
architectural concepts are closely linked with the natural and
cultural environment. For example, you can sleep in
treehouses, in the middle of vineyards, in villas and castles, on
traditional farms and beside crystal clear waters. Of course,
there is also a great range of four- and five-star hotels, one of
my favourites being the Eco Hotel in Bohinj. 

How accessible is Slovenia – which airlines operate there and
from where? 
Slovenia has become very accessible, especially now with the
rising number of low-cost airlines as it only takes around two
hours to get there from the UK. The most popular are easyJet
and Wizz, both of which fly directly to Ljubljana. There is also
Adria Airways, a Slovenian airline that has regular flights to
and from UK and Ireland. You can also easily reach Slovenia
from airports in Trieste and Venice (Italy), Klagenfurt (Austria)
and Zagreb (Croatia). 

What about UK operators to Slovenia; are you hoping to
attract more interest or more niche operators over the next
few years? 
There are many UK operators offering packages to Slovenia. I
might say the industry leaders are TUI, Inghams, Jet2Holidays
and Balkan Holidays. We are planning to actively expand our
portfolio and further increase our interaction with tour
operators. We’re also interested in talking with niche operators
as Slovenia offers such a wide range of niche activities and
holiday options.   

In terms of your campaign and what you’d like to highlight to
potential visitors this year and next – what would you say is
your main focus? 
In Slovenia, the lush green of our unspoilt nature immediately
both enchants and relaxes our guests. In 2015, the Slovenian
Tourist Board developed the Green Scheme of Slovenian
Tourism, a special programme established to assess the
sustainable operation of Slovenian destinations and providers,
which is evaluated according to international standards. The
Slovenian Tourist Board is oriented towards sustainable
change; it informs tourism providers about the significance of
climate change and other impacts on tourism and the
environment. The key strategic orientations of green tourism
are incentives for the tourist economy to develop green models
of operation and raise the awareness amongst tourists to
adopt more sustainable lifestyles and environmentally-friendly
behaviour of their own. Our motto is Green. Active. Healthy. 

continued from page 17

INGHAMS IS promoting a package to Lake Bohinj for the International
Wild Flower Festival in 2017. The operator is highlighting seven
nights' half-board stay at the four-star Hotel Jezero in Lake Bohinj
from £575 per person, saving £85 per person for a May 2017
departure. The price includes flights from Gatwick and resort
transfers. Visit inghams.co.uk or call 01483-791116.
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Baby 'dragons' born at Postojna Cave
POSTOJNA CAVE has announced that two of its 23
remaining proteus salamander eggs have hatched
and that the ‘dragon babies’ can be seen by
visitors just in time for the summer break. 
Europe’s largest showcave has been working to

preserve the endangered species with a
comprehensive preservation and research
programme now in place. It has also just released
a new autumn/winter 2016 package for the travel
trade so that tour groups can see the mysterious
animals in the flesh.
A 'Royal Karst’ three-day tour includes two

nights at the newly refurbished four-star Hotel
Jama with half-board service, a welcome drink
at Modrijan Mill and a three-course lunch and
dinner with live Slovenian music. Activities
during the tour range from visits to Predjama
Castle, a visit to the Modrijan homestead and a
visit to Postojna Cave with an underground train
ride and the chance to meet the ‘baby dragons’
with a cave guide. 
The package costs 139 euros per person for

groups of a minimum of 25 people, and is valid
from October 16 to December 22.
For booking details email
nerlisa.osmicevic@postojnska-jama.eu or visit
postojnska-jama.eu

TUCAN TRAVEL is offering an 11-day adventure through five countries in
Eastern Europe. During the trip, which travels from Zagreb to Sofia, clients can
enjoy a day trip to Bled, with a visit to the famous lake and Bled Castle, as well
as a guided tour of Ljubljana before heading to Budapest and Novi Sad, the
cultural centre of Serbia. The tour ends in Bulgaria's Sofia and costs £739.
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Debut travel trends report from LATA offers insight into
destination perceptions and opportunities for growth
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The Latin American Travel
Association (LATA) has launched
its first travel trends report to

provide an insight into the perceptions of
the destination, the opportunities for
increased visitor numbers as well as
potential barriers to further growth. 
Of the 1,001 consumers who were

polled, 950 said Latin America appealed
as a travel destination for them, with just
51 stating that they didn't intend to visit,
citing reasons such as security and
safety concerns.
Other findings revealed that 98 of

those polled had visited Latin
America in the last 12 months, and
that 335 intended to visit in the next
one to five years. 
Whilst the 98 visitors represented a

low positive visitor rate compared to
destinations such as Europe and the US,
the intent to travel has been noted as
particularly encouraging, equalling
Canada and only over taken by the US,
Australia and New Zealand. 
Whilst 24-35 year olds are the age

group most likely to have already
visited, intent to visit is strongest in
the 35-44 age group, where disposable
income is traditionally higher than
younger age brackets.
Research was also undertaken to

ascertain the driving forces for visits to
Latin America.
Consumers were asked to rank

Latin America from one to five, with

one being 'not appealing' and five
being 'very appealing', against a set of
destination offerings. 
Latin America scored very highly

against ‘Food and Drink’ with a score
of 3.6, only being topped by Europe.
The destinations of Chile and Argentina
have particularly driven this with their
development and marketing of wine
tourism. Brazil and Peru have helped
to underpin this with a recent explosion
of restaurants, such as Lima and
Ceviche linked to these destinations,
opening in London.
Against ‘History & Culture’ and

‘Adventure’ the research shows there is
scope to enhance perceptions, with the
region ranking just 3.3 in both categories,
whereas with ‘Beach’, Latin America
ranked alongside South East Asia at 3.5,
losing out to the traditional beach
destinations of the Caribbean and Indian
Ocean that both gained a score of 4. 
A total of 130 travel agents were asked

about how they sell Latin America,
ranked against five other destinations -
the Mediterranean, the US, Australia,
New Zealand, South East Asia and Sub
Saharan Africa.
To give some context, 54 agents

reported selling the Mediterranean daily
and 55 reported selling it weekly. The
Caribbean is the second most sold
destination, with 29% selling it weekly
and 38% monthly. Latin America is the
fifth most sold destination, with 38% of

polled agents selling it monthly and 45%
stating that they sell the region less
often than monthly. Only Sub Saharan
Africa was sold less.
A positive indication was that 27% of

agents surveyed stated that their product
knowledge is good, with 47% claiming it
is average. The most popular places in
the region for agents to sell include
Mexico, Cuba, the Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica and Brazil. The association
highlighted that interestingly Mexico is
the country most visited by agents in
Latin American and this directly
correlates with the frequency with which
it is sold.
Identifying barriers to growth, lack of

product knowledge and confidence in
selling the region plus lack of customer
demand for the region are cited as the
two main reasons the destination is not
sold more often. Agents surveyed
requested more online training courses
and more consumer marketing as the
best ways of offsetting this and helping
to create demand and growth.
In a bid to identify booking patterns,

out of the 18 tour operators questioned
results show that bookings are up and
that tour operators expect Latin America
to continue to do well throughout the
rest of 2016. 
In terms of what is on trend the

majority of tour operators responded
that ‘Culture & History’ and ‘Wildlife’
were drivers for visitors.
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Pura Aventura champions Chile’s
Carretera Austral
PURA AVENTURA is introducing a new self-drive break
that takes in Chile’s Carretera Austral, otherwise known
as Route 7.
Only a handful of tour operators offer trips along the

1,240km highway, which links northern and southern
Patagonia and offers travellers untouched wilderness
away from the tourist trail. The Carretera Austral reveals
some of the last unknown areas of South America -
regions that were previously isolated from the outside
world and have only relatively recently been united with
the mainland following construction of the highway. 
Tom Power, managing director for the operator and

who has lived and worked in Chile, said: “These trips are
for adventurers seeking a place untouched by tourism,
where English is rarely spoken, Wi-Fi works only
sometimes, roads are unpaved and journeys may be
delayed by an ox-drawn cart or guanacos in the road. In
return, the route delivers vast swathes of unbelievably
beautiful wilderness and bucket-loads of culture.”
The 18-day ‘Patagonia Uncovered’ self-drive weaves

past National Parks, dense forests, steep mountains,
glaciers and fjords, and costs from £3,967 per person,
based on two sharing. It includes 17 nights’ breakfast
accommodation, three lunches, four dinners, 4x4 rental
with full insurance, internal flights, scheduled activities -
three glacier boat trips and private guiding in Parque
Patagonia and ferry crossing from Chile Chico.
International flights are excluded.
Visit pura-aventura.com or call 01273-676712 for further
information.
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RAINBOW TOURS recently hosted six of its top agents on a fam
trip to Peru, its biggest selling destination in Latin America.
The group flew into Lima on the new direct service from British
Airways to enjoy the city’s sights, before exploring the Sacred
Valley, travelling by train to Machu Picchu and visiting Uros
and Taquile islands on Lake Titicaca. Pictured on Isla Taquile
are, from the left: Mel Williams, Hermes Travel; Andy Hollins,
T F Travel; Gabriele Scholes, Hallmark Travel; Vivien
Townsend, Cannon Travel; Matt Rushbrooke, Rainbow Tours (at
the back); Amanda Sweeney, Rainbow Tours; Diane Pettitt, Imp
Travel; and John Ferguson, Holmes Travel.

What are your key messages in regards to the recent
earthquake that hit the coastal area of Ecuador in April?
Quito, the capital of Ecuador and one of the main
international destinations within the country, remains
open and active, with all services, infrastructure and
projects operating normally. Additionally, all public
events have resumed their regular calendar. Now more
than ever, we need international support and for
tourists to visit Quito. Tourism is a fundamental activity
for the capital and the country, and our doors are open.

What are you currently highlighting to the UK
travel trade?
Quito is considered a hot spot for bird watching and
it’s one of the destinations best products for the UK
market. Within short distances, visitors can enjoy a
diverse ecosystem with different species of birds unlike
anywhere else in the world. 
Outside Quito, holiday makers can visit beautiful

Haciendas to see some of the best roses in the world,
natural hot springs, and volcanoes of the Andes; which
together form a great option for those who enjoy
hiking or climbing.  
The Middle of the World monument or Mitad del

Mundo, is one of the most sought after tourist
attractions of Quito, as it is the only place where
tourists can put one foot in the Northern Hemisphere
and another in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Have you noticed any emerging travel trends in
the city?
We’ve seen a growth in demand for gastronomy in
Quito and therefore have developed products and tours
such as cooking demonstrations and experiences to try
artisanal products such as beer, coffee and chocolate. In
general, we feel that travellers are seeking experiences
that connect them with the local culture and people.

What advice would you give to travel agents
selling the destination?
Quito is a diverse city that has much to offer tourists
from the UK. For example, the energy of the Equator,
the Cloud Forest as a hot spot for bird watching and
bears, a lively Historic Centre that shines with its
architecture, monuments and experiences that provide
insight into the richness of the city’s traditions and
culture. It is a cultural, natural, historical and heritage
destination with a variety of options for all tastes and
budgets. We are aiming for tourists to add another
night in Quito on their trip to Ecuador. 
For more information visit quito.com.ec/en

with Gabriela Sommerfeld, 
general manager of Quito Tourismo

Questions
on Quito
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Inkaterra celebrates anniversary with Ruby Adventure Package
IN CELEBRATION of its 40th anniversary, Inkaterra is to launch a ‘Ruby Package’,
which includes 40 activities across four of its luxury lodges. 
The nine-day adventure will take travellers from the heart of the Amazon

rainforest to Machu Picchu, from the cobbled streets of Cusco to the rolling hills of
the Sacred Valley. 
The journey begins at Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica, a luxury eco-lodge

comprising of 35 wooden cabañas in the Amazon rainforest, where explorers can
meander through jungle trails and discover the flora and fauna. On arrival at the
Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel, guests can discover the flora and fauna after dark with
a twilight walk, followed by a bespoke foot therapy treatment, before a purification
session in the Andean Sauna.
Travellers then head to the Sacred Valley for a two-night stay at the recently

opened Hacienda Urubamba before being taken to a colonial manor in the heart of
Cusco, Inkaterra La Casona. To complete the itinerary, guests are offered an
intimate dinner in the 16th century manor house.

latinamerica

Air Europa plans new
flight to Argentina

FROM DECEMBER 18, Air
Europa will commence
flights to the Argentine city
of Cordoba, the country’s
most populated city, via
Asuncion in Paraguay.

The flight, operated by an
airbus 330-200, will depart
four times weekly from
Madrid - on Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and
Sunday. The aircraft will
accommodate 275
passengers in Economy and
24 in Business Class, and
will also benefit from a new
configuration including
flatbed seats as well as
onboard Wi-Fi. 

The inauguration of the
new route will take place on
the completion of the first
anniversary of the flight to
Asuncion, a route which the
airline reports has shown
positive results with an
average of more than 11,800
passengers transported in
the first trimester of 2016. 

In addition to the launch
of the new destination, the
airline will also open its
route to the Ecuadorian city
of Guayaquil - also on
December 18 - with a new
flight to Bogota commencing
on June 28.

JOURNEY LATIN America is offering a free upgrade to World Traveller Plus on British Airways with
any holiday to Peru. All new holidays flying in Economy with the carrier to and from Lima will be
upgraded to the airline’s Premium Economy cabin. The offer is exclusive to the operator and valid on
any holiday to Peru booked by July 12. All travel must be completed by May 24, 2017 and the offer
excludes travel between July 20 and September 18.
Visit journeylatinamerica.co.uk

Rio Carnival trips now on sale with Tucan Travel
TUCAN TRAVEL has introduced two new Rio de Janeiro city breaks specifically designed for
the Rio Carnival weekend.
Both breaks include a ticket to the infamous Sambadrome parade in Sector 11, and

clients will have two options on where to stay over the Rio Carnival weekend; a hotel
near Copacabana Beach or a city hotel closer to the Sambadrome and street parties. 
Both properties provide a walking orientation tour and a welcome dinner on arrival 

in Rio de Janeiro, allowing clients the flexibility to choose the atmosphere which best
suits them.  
Although the packages can be bought by clients travelling to Rio de Janeiro specifically

for the Carnival weekend, there is also the chance to add them to one of operator’s group
tours that begin, end or pass through Rio de Janeiro in time for Carnival. Packages
added to the group tour will receive 10% off the Rio Carnival weekend. 
A five-day ‘Rio Carnival City Experience’ costs £789, while the ‘Rio Carnival Beach

Experience’ leads in at £1,039.
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BICESTER VILLAGE in Oxfordshire is hosting a range of pop-ups and
events this summer as it gets set to launch late night shopping for
the long summer nights. Fashion pops-ups from the likes of Linda
Farrow and Courage & Kind will join new store openings including

Brunello Cuccinell and L’Atelier. Retail therapy can be followed by a
range of culinary offers that range from halal to vegetarian, along

with musical entertainment and performances celebrating 400
years of Shakespeare.

Majid Al Futtaim to boost investment in UAE 
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Reverie Saigon launches spa and shopping package
'STAY, SPA, shop' is the mantra driving a new ‘Haute Ho Chi Minh’ experience offered through
The Reverie Saigon.
Opening last September, the hotel’s first package marries a three-hour bespoke shopping

experience with three spa treatments and three night’s accommodation.
Whether guests want to shop for the traditional ao dai Vietnamese costume (or have one

tailor-made), visit the city’s trendiest boutiques, art galleries and antique shops or find
traditional arts and crafts, they will be escorted by a guide from Trails of Indochina on a
personalised shopping excursion through the city.
Over the course of their stay, guests can indulge in three treatments from a selection of five

massages chosen for their rejuvenating qualities, with a spa menu that features a blend of both
Eastern and Western therapies. 
The experience also comes with access to The Reverie Lounge, and guests are provided with

round-trip airport transfers. 
Rates for the package start from approximately £1,132 including tax and service charges. 

For more information visit thereveriesaigon.com

THE MIDDLE East and North Africa’s
shopping mall, retail and leisure pioneer,
Majid Al Futtaim, has unveiled a
development plan that will see the company
increase its total investment in the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) by AED 30billion by
2026, taking its total investment in the
country to AED 48billion. 
As part of its new investment plan, the

company will develop ten new shopping
malls under its 'City Centre' brand,
including a new landmark regional mall
in Dubai - part of a 740,000sq.m mixed-
use residential, retail, hospitality,

commercial and leisure community. 
It will also include the company’s first

super-regional mall in Sharjah and will
take its integrated ‘retail-tainment’
model to Abu Dhabi for the first time,
starting with the development of a
community mall in Masdar City. 
The new plan will also see the

company introduce new cinema
experiences, family entertainment
centres, healthcare clinics, fashion
brands and food and beverage concepts
across the UAE.  
Visit majidalfuttaim.com for further details.

Attraction World offers
VIP savings in NYC

ATTRACTION WORLD has
partnered with shops at
Columbus Circle in the
Time Warner Center in
New York to offer
customers a VIP Pass. 
It means that clients are

now offered complimentary
VIP shopping, with savings
at stores including Aveda,
Coach, Links of London, LK
Bennett, Michael Kors and
Crabtree & Evelyn, as well
as savings at dining venues
within the centre.
The operator also

recommends a visit to
Woodbury Common, a
premium outlet complex
designed like a village,
which offers indoor stores
and restaurants and outdoor
walking areas, plus savings
of between 25% and 65% on
designer labels. 
The operator currently

has packages to the site
including transport from £29
per adult and £18 for a child
aged three to 11 years.
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Events & Sales Administrator
gemma.reeve@travelbulletin.co.uk
Italian origin, meaning "precious stone".

Nicky Valsamakis
Design Team Leader
nicky.valsamakis@travelbulletin.co.uk
Winner of the people.

Miriam Brtkova
Designer
miriam.brtkova@travelbulletin.co.uk
Maria in Arabic

Liam Jackson
Design Apprentice
liam.jackson@travelbulletin.co.uk
'Strong-willed warrior'... couldn't be more

accurate. 

Nelly Mendes
Production
production@travelbulletin.co.uk
Light.

We asked our staff the following question this week:

What does your name mean?

Crossword:
Across: 1. THISTLE, 7. YEN, 8. RHINE, 9. ORIANA, 11. FARO, 13. SAGA, 14. NICOLA, 16. IDAHO, 17. SIR, 18. OLYMPUS. 
Down: 1. TAYLOR SWIFT, 2. INN, 3. TIRANA, 4. EURO, 5. CHICAGO, 6. BUENOS AIRES, 10. INGHAMS, 12. SICILY, 
15. GOZO, 17. SKP. 

Highlighted Word: CHILE

Where Am I?: Great Zimbabwe Ruins, Zimbabwe 

puzzlesolutions
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Funway promotes 'Twice As Nice' shopping breaks
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has packaged together a series of twin-centre shopping
breaks that take in popular shopping destinations from New York, with Las Vegas
to San Francisco combined with Los Angeles.  
Rebecca Evans, senior marketing executive for the operator, said: “America

takes shopping seriously; in fact it's almost a national past-time. More and more
customers are looking for not one good shopping destination recommendation but
two. In response we have put together a selection of twin-centre holiday options
with a shopping focus known as our ‘Twice As Nice’ product range. 
“Boston has an array of shopping options - from big malls such as the

Prudential Center to tiny hidden boutiques in Newbury. And Orlando isn't just
theme parks and Mickey Mouse; it's also home to some of the best kept secret
shopping outlets, with mall and outlet shopping leading Orlando's retail musts.”
As a example of packages, the operator’s ten-night 'Shop 'til you Drop' in Boston

and Orlando costs from £949 per person. It includes three nights at the five-star
Fairmont Copley Plaza Boston and seven nights at the three-star Clarion Inn Lake
Buena Vista, based on travel from Heathrow with American Airlines on March 6, 2017.
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for more information.

New stores opening at 
Mall of America

ZARA IS set to open at the Mall of
America (MOA) in Bloomington this
season as part of the mall's 
recent expansion.
Anthropologie, a lifestyle retailer

that offers clothing, accessories,
home décor and beauty, is also set
to open a 10,000sq.ft flagship store
near the new north entrance later
this year.
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http://www.travel2.com/sitecontent/terms/dubaifestivals16.html
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